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POST 
PANDEMIC 
&
THE WAY 
WE WORK
Back to the office — Back to the new reality

CONTEXT
The world’s economic operating system is being rewritten. Like all areas of the economy the way people 
work is undergoing profound change, and the pandemic has accelerated change that was already 
underway within the workplace. 
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Fifty percent of all 
employees will need 
reskilling by 20251

Companies will move at 
least 20% of their on-site 
employees to permanent 

remote positions3

Workers may need to 
switch occupations by 

20302

More than half of 
leaders now say they 

plan to make remote work 
a permanent option 

for roles that allow it4

63% of knowledge 
workers want blended 
working and only 17% 
want a full time return 

to the office5

1.5m new businesses 
registered in USA in Q3 
2020; only slight drop 

in VC funding7

In his ground breaking 
book, Susskind provides 

evidence that  AI and 
robotics will destroy more 

jobs than it creates. 
Universal Basic Income 

(UBI) is trending and being 
advocated by the World 

Economic Forum.

Only 53% of the UK’s 33m 
workers are in traditional 

full-time work6.

Some estimates of 3m 
unemployed since March 

2020.

New businesses 
registered  in the UK

rose 30%. The largest 
increase seen since 20127  

84,000 new businesses 
registered in France in 
October 2020 – largest 

ever recorded7

Universal
Basic Income
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KEY CHALLENGES OF POST PANDEMIC WORKING
The rush to get people working from home wasn’t a revolution. It was a reaction. In the past year while  
in constant dialogue with clients, partners and service providers, we’ve identified six challenges of post 
pandemic working as it relates to getting people back to the office.

Getting back to the office

The end of ‘horrible hybrids’ with the  
design, implementation and adoption of 

next practice meetings.

Productivity follows wellness

How to use technology to reduce stress, 
and maintain and improve high levels 

of engagement.

Realising property savings

Balancing potential property savings with 
the real costs of homeworking.

Communicating change

How to listen and use consumer 
centric campaigns to influence 

employee perception.

Virtual Leadership

Senior leaders unprepared for 
projecting their vision, persona and 

influence on camera.

Employee experience

Pressing need for internal services 
that advise people on how to adapt to 
new ways of working; being prepared 

for the next crisis.
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SERVICES
To meet these challenges we offer three services to support your workplace transformation agenda. 

Use our Collaboration Maturity Assessment to understand how collaboration apps drive different 
behaviours and work preferences, identify savings from repurposing video rooms, and the delivery of a 
roadmap and action plan required to design and develop an optimal hybrid working capability. The size of 
the organisation and the level of complexity informs the length of the engagement.

OUTCOMES TYPICAL TIMESCALES TYPICAL EFFORT (DAYS)

•  A precise measure of  organisational 
    collaboration capability

•  Knowledge of  which functions and lines of    
    business are the best collaborators

•  A hybrid working needs assessment

•  Insight about levels of  adoption of  collaboration 
   technologies and the behaviours they drive

•  A roadmap, business case and action plan for creating   
    a permanent hybrid working capability 

•  A technology assessment based on need state and   
   future state

•  A risk assessment based on the security and controls   
   your technology offer to safeguard your business,   
   brand and culture

4-8 weeks depending on 
size and scale of  the project, 
data acquisition speed and 
availability of  stakeholders

40–60

To learn more about our Collaboration Maturity Assessment click here. 

Use our Hybrid Working Design services to calculate property savings derived from some percentage of 
employees working from home permanently. It also calculates the investment required in the office and 
home working environments aligned to policy and COVID-19 posture.  This service delivers a detailed 
hybrid working design from in-office and remote working user experiences, to vendor selection and process 
and IT service management design. 

OUTCOMES TYPICAL TIMESCALES TYPICAL EFFORT (DAYS)

•  Property savings derived from permanent home  
   working for specific roles and types of  work

•  Investment required in health and safety compliant   
   home working environments

•  Detailed hybrid working user experiences from home 
   to office  

8-12 weeks depending on 
size and scale of  the project, 
data acquisition speed and 
availability of  stakeholders

60–90

https://content.toriglobal.com/plezi_file/60f05716d59cbc39b2d893ea/collaboration_maturity_assessment_service_overview.pdf
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Use our Employee Experience Design services for an independent review of existing and planned in-office 
employee experiences, technology and process reviews of systems required for the testing, tracing and tracking 
of employees and visitors. This service also provides advice and guidance on how to create architectures of 
participation for continuous consultation and feedback from employees who are integral to the design process. 

We appreciate you’ll be at different stages of your post pandemic working journey and may 
want a custom service consisting of outcomes drawn from one or more of these services. 

To learn more about any aspect of Ways of Working or to speak directly with our 
SME contact Leon Benjamin

OUTCOMES TYPICAL TIMESCALES TYPICAL EFFORT (DAYS)

•  Full test of  the robustness of  back to the office 
   employee experience of  new and existing employees

•  Design and implementation of  processes for 
   maintaining a continuous dialogue with employees

•  Fit for purpose assessment of  new applications to test,   
   track and trace employees and visitors

•  Service management design required to support new  
   employee experiences

6-8 weeks depending on size 
and scale of  the project, data 
acquisition speed and availabili-
ty of  stakeholders

30–60

To learn more about our Employee Experience Design click here. 

CUSTOM SERVICES

OUTCOMES TYPICAL TIMESCALES TYPICAL EFFORT (DAYS)

•  Service management design required to support  
   hybrid working and its investment costs

•  Impact of  COVID-19 policy on hybrid working 
   arrangements

To learn more about our Hybrid Working Design click here. 

mailto:Leon.Benajmin%40toriglobal.com?subject=Ways%20of%20Working
https://content.toriglobal.com/plezi_file/60f05e59d59cbc39e8d8945c/employee_experience_service_overview.pdf
https://content.toriglobal.com/plezi_file/60f05a92d59cbc39a9d895a1/hybrid_working_service_overview.pdf

